
BP-502 
 
Unique Features 
 
Toblerone 
Made from synthetic thermorubber, this uniquely designed feature 
absorbs shocks and protects the case from abrasion, dirt, mud and 
standing water. 
 
TST 
Kata’s state of the art protection combination for digital equipment. 
 
Omega 
Carrying system concealment compartment. 
Many cases come with a carrying system concealment unit, which gives 
you rapid access to the harness and waist belt and allows easy 
repackaging when needed. The harness itself is ergonomically designed 
to sit comfortably on your shoulders. It has special padding and a zigzag 
shape to provide optimal weight distribution. A waist belt is provided for 
more stability and in the larger backpacks there’s a fully padded 6 point, 
adjustable detachable hip belt. 
 
Elements Cover 
An emergency Elements Cover is included in many of our products to 
protect your case and equipment in inclement weather: black side out in 
rain or snow, and in sun reverse to silver for heat reflection. 
 
Insertrolley compatible 
Allows you to use the trolley separately or with several cases by sliding 
the trolley through the sleeve. You can detach the trolley if you want to 
store it and replace it if damaged. 4 extendable wheels for better 
stabilization.  
 
Modi-Vers System compatible 
This System allows you to create compartments that meet your 
requirements. The divider can be cut with scissors to any desired size. 
You can attach the newly cut divider to another divider or the walls of the 
bag with a special Velcro connector. 
 
EPH System compatible 
Ergonomic Photo System 
A modular system that allows you to set the required configuration by 
attaching 1-3 KATA cases together. 
 



 
Reference Chart 
 
Brand Model 

Canon XL1S, XL HD1 [(HDV)] , XL2, XL1 

JVC GY-HD100U [(HDV)]  

Panasonic AG DVC15, AG DVC80, AG DVC10, AG DVC7, AG-DVC60, AG DVX100A, AG HVX200 

Sony DSR PD-170 [DSR 170P] , HDR Z1 [(HDV)] , HDR FX1 [(HDV)] , DSR 150 [DSR 150P]  

 


